The cafe offers a range of freshly baked goods, along with a homemade soup and hot snack of the day, jacket potatoes, and a range of made in house lunches from the deli.

**Monday**  
Soup of the day – Roasted red pepper  
Hot snack – Tomato & mozzarella flatbread

**Tuesday**  
Soup of the day – Spicy parsnip  
Hot snack – Southern style halloumi wrap

**Wednesday**  
Soup of the day – Mushroom & thyme  
Hot snack – Indian potato & chickpea Rogan josh burrito

**Thursday**  
Soup of the day – Leek, potato & chive  
Hot snack – Spicy vegetarian fillet wrap

**Friday**  
Soup of the day – Sweet potato & chilli  
Hot snack – Goats cheese, pepper & rocket ciabatta